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Corporate social responsibility is a

style of self-regulation for

corporations that integrate that

‘self-regulation’ into their business

models. CSR’s goal is to embody

responsible practices for a

company’s behaviors to inspire a

favorable effect through its actions

taken in support of the

environment, the public, workers,

local communities, and stakeholders

in the general population.

Apparently companies put out lengthy reports detailing some crafty outlines on their

company policies with regard to CSR. Even well off tobacco companies put out such

reports (that takes creativity). A blogger, Elaine, dedicated a whole post to reading and

commenting on the creativity of 25 Corporation’s CSR reports …(that’s dedication).
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My name is John Tarantino ... and no, I am not related to Quinton
Tarantino the movie director. I love writing about the environment,
traveling, and capturing the world with my Lens as an amateur
photographer. You can connect with me via Google+  or via Twitter:
Follow @EnvironmentBlog

One such corporation comes to my mind when I think of what companies do to

enhance their image. Safeway’s vision, according to their 2009 CSR, is to be the

premier retailer in the grocery sector with an unrivaled reputation for pursuing growth

throughout leadership in environmental, socially responsible and ethical business

practices. known for balancing customer choice with the rapidly developing needs of

our community and planet, Safeway is fully engaged in making a measurable difference

in this important “sustainability” journey – and is recognized for our willingness to

adapt the business appropriately. Their website features small thumbnail pictures of a

happy employee, a basket of fresh tomatoes, a picture of some community event, and a

glowing picture of windmills on a picturesque landscape…how cute.

Over the years, Safeway has always had its own brand off-brand of product offerings,

but one day they started offering their own organic products. This tells me they do care

on some level about their customers and offering a healthy and affordable choice of

food. But have they just simply jumped on the “green bandwagon,” with all that

corporatization of the green industry , are they just another greenwashing company?

Well if they can pass the 7 Sins of Greenwashing  test, then I think they are genuine on

their CSR pledge.

But other companies, on the other hand, you just have to laugh to yourself a little bit…a

tobacco company pledging they are socially responsible with a product that is addicting

and kills thousands of people every year. I dont know about that. I suppose if you broke

down every way in which a tobacco corporation would operate and made as sustainable

and socially responsible as possible…is that better than the alternative of just not

caring at all?

All this all CSR stuff basically leads to one conclusion and that is corporations big and

small all around the world care to some degree about their image to the public. That is

probably why they invest in protracted 100+ page reports on how they are a socially

responsible corporation. Although in this day in age, it almost seems like you could be

any company and make a case for being socially responsible. If their were guillotine

companies out in Queen Elizabeths day, and they had a CSR report, would you be down

with that?

What are your thoughts?
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